DAYLIGHT & DARKNESS
UNTHINKING MORTALITY

‘Life and death are one thread, the same line viewed from different sides.’ Lao Tzu

Join us for conversation, art & perspective.

Some of us think about our mortality often, while others avoid thinking about it entirely. No matter your approach or point of view, the fact remains that death shapes our lives by limiting our time. Through art and guided conversation, the Daylight and Darkness program explores our human experience of life and death.

Facilitators:

Jennifer Townsend- How death gives meaning to life
Brent Harris- Exploring grief and loss through art
Hilary Kerr- Defining quality of life and death
Jane Givens/Debbie Eisenbise- Leaving a personal legacy
Lynn McFarlen- Gaining perspective through writing

2019 Event Locations

Bronson Athletic Club
Sept 7th, 2019 10-2:00
6789 Elm Valley Drive
Kalamazoo, MI 49009

Portage Library – West Lake
Oct 19th, 2019 10-2:00
300 Library Lane
Portage, MI 49002

WMU CHHS room 4010
Nov 2nd, 2019 10-2:00
Near Cass & Oliver Streets
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
Park on lot 104 on weekend

Daylight & Darkness is a SW Michigan collaborative offering opportunities for end-of-life exploration through conversation, art, and reflection.

RSVP with name & event attending:
DayAndDarkCollective@gmail.com
www.facebook.com/dayanddark
Instagram @daylightanddarkness

Free -- No Solicitations
Lunch Provided